Datasite for

Fundraise, acquire, and exit with ease

Private Equity

Speed up due diligence. Share information seamlessly. And tackle every step of the private equity lifecycle with
confidence. With Datasite, you’ll close deals easily, while generating higher returns. However you do your deals,
make them in Datasite.

20 of Top 50
global private equity
firms use Datasite

5 of 10

top global M&A
deals supported

120,000
documents
redacted

9,000

VDRs created
annually

78,000+
private equity
users

“Using Datasite for exit readiness,
we shrink by 20% the amount of time
it would normally take using email,
attached files, and a folder system.”
Vice President, Major Private Equity Firm
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 Exits and exit readiness | Save time on due diligence

with the best-in-class virtual data room (VDR). Prepare for
your exit. Upload documents fast with AI-categorization.
And access real-time analytics. When exit opportunities
arise, you’ll be ready.

 Asset marketing | Automate buyer outreach, and keep

track of LOIs, NDAs, and CIMs. And secure permissions at
the user level. You can even identify the most-interested
buyers with advanced analytics.

 Fundraising | Share term sheets and strategy statements

 Restructuring/Financing | Streamline workflows with all

 Buy-side due diligence | Collaborate with ease and

 Strategic repository | Store, organize, and manage

with potential investors. Quickly, easily, and securely. Gain
insights into investor interest by tracking user engagement.
And adjust your approach to maximize funding.
make your buyer team more productive. Share risks at
once. Identify key deal findings. And engage others
effortlessly, with @mentions.

“Datasite’s VDR helps us aggregate and
share sensitive information for 12 portfolio
companies, while complying with local and
international regulations.”
Principal, Global Private Equity Firm

your files in one place, secured with user-level permissions.
Review documents in record time, with automated OCR
search and integrated redaction tools.

file access with ease. Keep everything on a single
secure platform. Bring together documents from portfolio
companies, LPs, and advisors. All complete with audit trails.

Recreated PMS

Streamline deal marketing
Take control of your deal marketing and make a real connection with potential buyers. Datasite Outreach gives you an
invaluable hub for all your projects. Enjoy efficient workflows, accurate and up-to-date information, and trouble-free setup.
Drive portfolio company exit marketing faster than ever with Datasite.

Organize buyer lists

Tailor and streamline outreach

Set up and manage a list of all buyers
and contacts, right in the platform.
Integrate this data with your own CRM.
And add new activities with a single
click. No more searching for email
addresses or contact details.

Save time emailing prospects. Create
bulk email drafts and add customized
watermarks for each buyer. Then download
and send via Microsoft Outlook. Reduce
errors with dynamic fields, automatic
addressing and other timesaving features.

Centralized buyer tracking
Track buyer activity, analytics and
documentation all in one place. And maintain
a single source of truth to reduce the risk
that comes with using Excel trackers.
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Value Capture

Project health metrics

Have the information you need at your
fingertips. Want to know how many teasers
you’ve sent? How many NDAs are still in
negotiation? Or how many CIMs have been
sent and declined? It’s all right there –
whether in the office or on the road.

Achieve new levels of
performance with Datasite
Global presence

Get the subject-matter expertise you need, where you need it. We do
business in more than 170 countries.

Service and support

Access support, fast. Call or email us 24/7/365 and get help in up to 18
languages – more than any other premium VDR provider.

Security and compliance

Protect your data with Datasite. Our best-in-class security is supported by
international data centers. Naturally, we’re GDPR and CCPA compliant, too.
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